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Abstract

We propose a search result classification system
based on the degree of suitability for specialists. Our
system classifies documents based on whether a docu-
ment is “for specialists” or “not for specialists”. This
classification is done by ranking each document using
the density of keywords and by a threshold. For evalu-
ation of our system, we participated in NTCIR4-WEB
Topical classification task. Only a part of “evaluation
based on distribution of relevant documents” has ex-
ecuted at this time. In this evaluation, our system ex-
hibits good performance for some data set. We also
independently conducted experiments for evaluation
based on classification errors. Experimental results
show that the precision of classification of our system
attains value close to that of human evaluators’ aver-
age.
Keywords: search result classification system, density
of key words, suitability for specialists.

1 Introduction

The information retrieval and document classifica-
tion technologies [1] are indispensable for efficient use
of various documents on the Web. Most existing clas-
sification systems were designed to group documents
according to categories[5]. Such systems do not take
document suitability for specialists into consideration,
therefore, both types of documents, for specialists, and
those not for specialists, respectively, are included in
their classification results. Then, a user needs to select
documents matched to one’s knowledge.

To cope with this problem, we propose a Web-
search results classification system which uses the
measure of document suitability for specialists. The
conventional classification systems use the content
similarity between some documents, but our system
does not use it. Therefore, our system cannot group
documents according to categories.

2 System description

2.1 Definition of “suitability for specialists”

First, we define “suitability for specialists.” In our
system, a document’s suitability for specialists denotes
“when he reads the document, how much does the
reader need special knowledge relevant to the most
suitable field which the document belongs to?”

2.2 Features of documents for specialists, and
not for specialists

As a preliminary study, we classified some docu-
ments according to suitability for specialists, and we
examined features of documents for specialists, and
those not for specialists, respectively. Most documents
for specialists have the following features.

• Documents for specialists were written in argu-
mentative, difficult words.

• Abbreviations, acronyms, jargons and technical
terms, as we say “keywords” frequently appears
in documents for specialists.

• They contain much “information.”

In contrast, most documents not for specialists have
the following features.

• Documents not for specialists were written in
easy expression.

• General phrases are used.

• They contain little “information” comparing
with those for specialists.

2.3 Keywords and their density

Keywords frequently appear in documents for spe-
cialists. On the other hand, keywords do not often
appear in documents not for specialists. From these
observations, we decided to classify documents based
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on suitability for specialists, by using density of key-
words appearance in a document for the measure how
the one is suitable for specialists.

2.3.1 Definition of keywords

We formally define a “keyword” and a “compound
noun”. A keyword is aKatakananoun or a compound
noun which often appears in documents of Web-search
result. A compound noun is a combination of at least
2 nouns. Our system uses the longest compound noun
in all compound nouns made by a sequence of nouns.
We will explain the reason in section 2.4.2.

2.4 Method of classification based on suitabil-
ity for specialists

Step 1: Select compound nounti, i = 1, 2, ..., n, con-
tained in document setS of search results.

Step 2: Compute weightW (ti, S) of compound noun
ti in document setS.

W (ti, S) = (A +
Tf(ti, S)

maxi Tf(ti, S)
)

× log
|N |

df(ti, N)

×(B +
En(ti, S)

maxi En(ti, S)
),(1)

where
A,B: constants1

Tf(ti, S): Frequency of appearance of com-
pound nounti in document setS.

Tf(ti, S) =
∑

s∈S

tf(ti, s), (2)

where
tf(ti, s) : Appearance frequency of compound
nounti in documents.
En(ti, S) : Entropy based on appearance prob-
ability of compound nounti in document setS

En(ti, S) = −
∑

s∈S

P (ti, s) log2(P (ti, s)) (3)

P (ti, s) =
tf(ti, s)
Tf(ti, S)

(4)

df(ti, N)：Frequency of documents which con-
tain compound nounti in entire document set
N .

Step 3: Adopt m best compound nouns with respect
to rankingW (ti, s) in W for keywords.

1 we defineA = 0.4, B = 0.4 by trial and error.

Step 4: Compute density of keywordsDen(s) for
each document[4].

Den(s) =

∑
t∈KS(s) W (t, S)

d(s)
(5)

d(s) =

√∑|KS(s)|
k=2 (distk)2

|KS(s)| − 1
(6)

KS(s)： Set of keywords appeared ins.
distk：Distance betweentk andtk−1 (the num-
ber of words.)

Step 5: Put documents in the order ofDen(s).

Step 6: Set the thresholdT , and classify the docu-
ments as “for specialists” ifDen(s) > T , oth-
erwise, classifys as “not for specialists.” 2

2.4.1 Weighting function

The formula 1 is a weighting function which assigns
heavy weights to the compound nouns that often ap-
pear only in the Web-search results.

The first term assigns the normalized appearance
frequency of compound nouns in the entire documents
included in the Web-search result. If a compound noun
has the highest frequency of appearance, this term
gives it the largest value.

The second term assigns inverse document fre-
quency. If a compound noun has the highest proba-
bility of appearing at least one in each document, this
term gives it the smallest value.

The third term assigns the normalized entropy
based on the probability of appearance frequency of
a compound noun. If a compound noun appears only
in a document, this term gives it the smallest value. If
the weighting function is the product of the first and
the second terms without the third term, the function
assigns not heavy weights to such compound nouns
that appear only in a document, and appear frequently
in the document. Such compound nouns are not ap-
propriate as keywords because keywords in the sense
of this paper are the delegates of not a document but
those of a document set. Therefore, lighter weights are
assigned to such compound nouns by the third term.
Keywords are assigned heavy weights by the combi-
nation of these three terms.

2.4.2 Density of Keywords

The formulas 5 and 6 assign the density of keywords
Den(s) [4][3]. The formula 6 assigns the squared av-
erage distance between keywords appearing in a doc-
ument. In figure 1, the variants of formula 6 have
the following values:|KS(Si)| = 3, dist2 = 2 and
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Figure 1. Density of Keywords

dist3 = 1. If the squared average distance of a docu-
ment is short, keywords appears densely in the docu-
ment.

On the Web, some documents consist of multiple
articles. Moreover, such articles in a document may
have different subjects. When one assigns the densities
of keywords of such documents, the document that in-
cludes important and technical contents only in a part
of the document might be classified as not for special-
ists, if we use the simple distance of keywords. We try
to classify such documents appropriately by using the
densities of keywords computed by the squared aver-
age distance. In addition, the reason why our system
always use the longest compound noun is as follows:
The following problem arises, when computing densi-
ties of keywords.

Figure 2. Distance between two nouns,
“デジタル (dejitaru,digital)” and “ コンテン
ツ (kontentsu,contents)”

Figure 3. Distances between a com-
pound noun “ デジタルコンテンツ (dejitaru
kontentsu,digital contents)” and a vicinity
keyword

If we do not use any compound noun as a key-
word, we can easily assign the density of keywords
because we can estimate the distance between a key-
word and the next keyword as shown in figure 2. If we
always use the longest compound noun as a keyword,

Figure 4. Distance between compound
noun “ デジタルコンテンツ (dejitaru kon-
tentsu,digital contents)” and a noun “ コ
ンテンツ (kontentsu,contents)” which is a
part of “ デジタルコンテンツ (dejitaru kon-
tentsu,digital contents)”

as shown in figure 3, no problem arises. However, if
we use both compound and nouns as keywords, a prob-
lem arises. Consider the case when “デジタルコンテ
ンツ (dejitaru kontentsu,digital contents),” the com-
pound noun and “コンテンツ (kontentsu,contents),”
a noun is adopted as a keyword, as illustrated in fig-
ure 4. Then, it is impossible for us to assign the den-
sity of keywords in such a case. We want to use any
noun(in particular, a proper noun) as a keyword, but,
at this point, we do not know how to cope with such a
case. Therefore, we define our system to use only the
longest compound noun.

2.4.3 Threshold

To classify documents by our system, we must define
a threshold. Thus, we conducted preliminary experi-
ments for determination of the threshold.

Preliminary experiments for determination of the
threshold Three engineering students classify up to
200th documents of a Web-search result, and from
those documents, we make a correct-data for a prelim-
inary experiments by the majority decision. Therefore,
we define a threshold from the proportion of the num-
ber of documents classified as “for specialists” and as
“not for specialists” in the correct-data.

Result of the preliminary experiments In the
correct-data, 91 documents are classified as “for spe-
cialists”, 109 documents are classified as “not for spe-
cialists.” By the result, our system has defined the me-
dian as the threshold.

3 Evaluation of our system

Two kinds of evaluations were conducted. Our
participant-ID is smlab-01.

3.1 Evaluation based on distribution of rele-
vant documents

The organizer announced two relevance judgement
data and the results of evaluation based on distribution
of relevant documents.
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There are two relevance judgement datas, “META-
02.relax.res” and “META-02.rigid.res”. The “rigid”
one is more strict about relevance judgement of doc-
uments than the “relax” one. We show the results on
this evaluation.

Table 1 shows the result on “treceval” 2 with the
relax relevance judgement data, table 2 shows the re-
sult on “treceval” with the rigid relevance judgement
data. Table 3 shows the result on the DCG measures
with the relax data, and Table 4 shows the rigid data.

The DCG measures are computed by the following
formulas.

cg(i) =
{

g(1), if i = 1
cg(i− 1) + g(i), otherwise

dcg(i) =

{
g(1), if i = 1
dcg(i− 1) + g(i)

log2(i+1) , otherwise

mdcg1(i) =





g(1), if i = 1

mdcg1(i− 1)
+ g(i)

log2(i+1)×log2 k(j+1) , otherwise

mdcg2(i) =

{
g(1), if i = 1
mdcg2(i− 1) + g(i)

log2(j+1) , otherwise

where,k = 1 ,
i: position of the document in the order (1-20),
j: position of the class in the order,

g(i) =





1, if the document is highly,
fairly or partially relevant.

0, otherwise.

3.1.1 Evaluations method based on distribution of
relevant documents

The organizer announced that the evaluation was con-
ducted according to the following steps.

Step 1. Rank the classes of the classification result in
the order, from the class which includes relevant
documents the most. In the rest of this paper, we
call the result on this step data 1 with respect to
the rank assigned in Step 1.

Step 2. Adopt up to 20th documents from data 1. If
the method is a non-exclusive method, and if the
same documents appear in multiple classes, then
retain the name of the former documents in data
1, but mark “d:” for the head of the id of the
other documents. The documents marked does
not seem relevant on “treceval.” In the rest of
this paper, we call the result on this step data 2.

Step 3. Run “treceval with datas 1 and 2.

Step 4. Compute the DCG measures with datas 1 and
2.

2 ftp://cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/treceval.v3beta.shar

3.1.2 Results on the evaluation based on the dis-
tribution of relevant documents

Evaluation results of our system exhibit good scores
of precision, recall and F value when there are a num-
ber of relevant documents in the target data set. In
addition, evaluation results of our system exhibit good
score of DCG measure in such a target data set.

3.2 Evaluation based on classification errors

Organizer has not yet provided the evaluation result
based on classification errors. Therefore, we indepen-
dently conducted this evaluation.

We cannot evaluate the performance for extracting
the structure of classes of our system, because our
system classifies documents for two particular classes.
Thus, we did not evaluate the performance of the clas-
sification to the structure of classes.

3.2.1 Evaluation method based on classification
errors

On this independent evaluation, our system classified
one of target data set which used at NTCIR4 WEB
task D dry-run, topic id 0028, a search result for “著作
権 (chosakuken,copyright),デジタルコンテンツ (de-
jitaru kontentsu,digital contents),ネットワーク (net-
towaaku)” (copyright, digital contents, network) that
retrieved from the 100-gigabyte data set ‘NW100G-
01’. In this study, we use up to 200th documents in the
target data set.

We use Mecab3 as a morphological analyser.
Then, we use up to 100,000th compound nouns with
respect to rankingW (ti, S) in W order for keywords.
First, three engineering students classify documents
of target data set, “for specialists” and “not for spe-
cialists.” From those majority decision, we make a
correct-data. Then, we compare correct-data with the
result on classification by our system, and compute
scores of precision and recall.

3.2.2 Result on the evaluation based on classifica-
tion errors

Both the recall and precision are 0.68. Human eval-
uators’ recalls were 0.94, 0.69 and 0.83, respectively,
where, a human evaluator’s recallRHE is computed
by the following formula.

RHE =
|Ss,e|
|Ss,m|

where,Ss,e is the document set classified as “for spe-
cialists” by a human evaluator,
Ss,m is the document set classified as “for specialists”
by the answer-data.

3 http://cl.aist-nara.ac.jp/%7Etaku-ku/software/mecab/
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Table 1. Result on ’trec eval’ with META-02.relax.res

#RelDocRet AvePrec Prec@20 Recall@20 Fvalue@20
query #AllRelDoc Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg
1 10 0 5.63 0 0.32 0 0.28 0 0.56 0 0.38
3 24 8 8.25 0.13 0.21 0.4 0.41 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.38
4 3 0 2 0 0.14 0 0.1 0 0.67 0 0.17
6 58 19 16.88 0.28 0.26 0.95 0.84 0.33 0.29 0.49 0.43
8 155 19 17.88 0.12 0.11 0.95 0.89 0.12 0.12 0.22 0.2
19 5 2 3.13 0.03 0.37 0.1 0.16 0.4 0.63 0.16 0.25
21 4 1 2.5 0.02 0.28 0.05 0.13 0.25 0.63 0.08 0.21
22 99 9 14.25 0.07 0.12 0.45 0.71 0.09 0.14 0.15 0.24
23 4 0 1.88 0 0.14 0 0.09 0 0.47 0 0.16
29 29 1 9.63 0 0.17 0.05 0.48 0.03 0.33 0.04 0.39
45 15 3 5.38 0.03 0.24 0.15 0.27 0.2 0.36 0.17 0.31
avg 36.91 5.64 7.94 0.06 0.21 0.28 0.4 0.16 0.41 0.15 0.28

Table 2. Result on ’trec eval’ with META-02.rigid.res

#RelDocRet AvePrec Prec@20 Recall@20 Fvalue@20
query #AllRelDoc Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg
1 10 0 5.63 0 0.32 0 0.28 0 0.56 0 0.38
3 15 6 5 0.13 0.13 0.3 0.25 0.4 0.33 0.34 0.29
4 3 0 2 0 0.14 0 0.1 0 0.67 0 0.17
6 58 19 16.88 0.28 0.26 0.95 0.84 0.33 0.29 0.49 0.43
8 155 19 17.88 0.12 0.11 0.95 0.89 0.12 0.12 0.22 0.2
19 5 2 3.25 0.03 0.36 0.1 0.16 0.4 0.65 0.16 0.26
21 3 1 2.25 0.03 0.33 0.05 0.11 0.33 0.75 0.09 0.2
22 71 6 11.75 0.03 0.12 0.3 0.59 0.08 0.17 0.13 0.26
23 1 0 1.38 0 0.55 0 0.07 0 1.38 0 0.13
29 11 0 6 0 0.22 0 0.3 0 0.55 0 0.39
45 11 2 6.13 0.02 0.3 0.1 0.31 0.18 0.56 0.13 0.4
avg 31.18 5 7.1 0.06 0.26 0.25 0.36 0.17 0.55 0.14 0.28

Observations for documents relevant to their class
are as follows:

• Online glossaries and the bibliographies were
classified as “for specialists.”

• Some short supporting documentations were
classified as “not for specialists.”

Observations for documents irrelevant to their class
are as follows:

• Individual journals and some message board not
suitable for specialists, were classified as “for
specialists.”

• The documents mainly consisting of graphics,
suitable for specialists, were classified as “not
for specialists.”

3.2.3 Discussion on the evaluation based on clas-
sification errors

Because the average of human evaluator’s recall was
0.82, the result on our system was almost good. We
made sure that the density of keywords were available
for the measure of suitability for specialists.

Individual journals and some message boards not
suitable for specialists, were classified “suitable for
specialists.” In such a “neighborhood”, there are

sometimes many abbreviations, acronyms, jargons that
used only in that neighborhood. The keyword weight-
ing function of our system does not assign the heavy
weight of keyword which appears in only one docu-
ment and appears frequently in the document. How-
ever, our system could not work on occasions that the
target data set has some documents e.g., the log files
of the same message board.

In addition, such a jargon often appeared, in paticu-
lar, articles which has any jargon. The density of key-
words measured by squared average distance became
high in such occasions.

There were documents whose density of keywords
are zero. These documents did not have more than
2 keywords because these documents were too short.
Therefore, the density of keywords of the documents
were not computed.

4 Conclusion

We proposed a Web-search result classification sys-
tem based on suitability for specialists.

Our system is still a prototype and we are planning
to conduct the following functional improvements in
our system:

Firstly, we will permit a user to change the propor-
tions of classes. The proportions of classes in the tar-
get data set, will change because of the query word.
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Table 3. Result on DCG measures with META-02.relax.res

cg@20 dcg@20 mdcg1@20 mdcg2@20
query Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg
1 0 5.13 0 2.39 0 2.17 0 4.42
3 8 8 2.41 3.02 2.41 2.86 8 7.35
4 0 2 0 0.71 0 0.68 0 1.89
6 19 16.88 6.04 6.05 6.04 6.04 19 16.83
8 19 17.88 6.77 6.28 6.77 6.23 19 17.69
19 2 2.63 0.48 1.33 0.48 1.14 2 2.03
21 1 2.13 0.26 1.21 0.26 1.15 1 1.91
22 9 14.25 3.96 5 3.96 4.99 9 14.2
23 0 1.88 0 1.08 0 0.96 0 1.51
29 1 9.63 0.26 3.23 0.26 3.08 1 9.01
45 3 5.38 0.8 2.59 0.8 2.53 3 5.16
avg 5.64 7.8 1.91 2.99 1.91 2.9 5.64 7.45

Table 4. Result on DCG measures with META-02.rigid.res

cg@20 dcg@20 mdcg1@20 mdcg2@20
query Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg Smlab-01 avg
1 0 5.13 0 2.39 0 2.17 0 4.42
3 6 5 1.87 1.83 1.87 1.73 6 4.6
4 0 2 0 0.71 0 0.68 0 1.89
6 19 16.88 6.04 6.05 6.04 6.04 19 16.83
8 19 17.88 6.77 6.28 6.77 6.23 19 17.69
19 2 2.75 0.48 1.39 0.48 1.18 2 2.13
21 1 2.25 0.26 1.24 0.26 1.05 1 1.69
22 6 11.75 1.83 3.65 1.83 3.63 6 11.66
23 0 0.88 0 0.81 0 0.81 0 0.88
29 0 6 0 2.2 0 2.1 0 5.61
45 2 6.13 0.57 2.36 0.57 2.1 2 5.1
avg 5 6.97 1.62 2.63 1.62 2.52 5 6.59

By doing this, our system will be more useful. With a
combination using writing style and densities of key-
words, the precision will become better.

Secondly, we will adopt good keywords from all
nouns except compound nouns to avoid the problem of
zero-density of keywords which is caused by applying
only compound nouns for keywords.

Finally, not using the longest compound noun,
but finding the most effective statistical delimiting
method, we will be able to make our system to com-
pute the better density of keywords. Therefore, ad-
ditional study about the way of delimiting compound
nouns is desirable.
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